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SUMMARY & GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the results of the various investigations are summarized and
discussed including future perspectives for research, according to topic.

1. PHYSIOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS OF MAMMALIAN CHITINASES.
Chitotriosidase
The discovery of chitotriosidase has brought chitinase-related research into the
realm of medical biochemistry. Due to the presence of chitin in coatings in several
pathogens, such as fungi and nematodes, it was suggested that chitotriosidase
serves as a component of the innate immune responses (Renkema et al., 1995),
in analogy with the well-described anti-fungal roles of chitinases in plants
(Schlumbaum et al., 1986). 

A series of investigations have indirectly addressed the putative role of
chitotriosidase in immunity. Firstly, expression of chitotriosidase in response to
infections with various chitin-containing pathogens has been studied.
Chitotriosidase activity was indeed found to be raised in plasma of neonates upon
systemic Candidiasis and Aspergillosis (Labadaridis et al., 1998; Labadaridis et
al., 2005). Furthermore, chitotriosidase activity is elevated in plasma of children
suffering from acute infection with Plasmodium falciparum malaria (Barone et al.,
2003). Increases in plasma chitotriosidase have also been found in sera of
individuals suffering from visceral Leishmaniasis (Hollak et al., 1994). Secondly,
following the identification of the common deletion that causes chitotriosidase
deficiency (Boot et al., 1998), several studies have focused on susceptibilities for
infections in relation to this genetic defect. Susceptibility to Wuchereria Bancrofti,
which causes lymphatic filariasis, is associated with the deletion in chitotriosidase
in South India (Choi et al., 2001). However this correlation seems to be absent in
Papua New Guinea (Hise et al., 2003; Hall et al., 2007). Importantly, almost no
heterozygotes and homozygotes for the deficiency seem to occur in regions
notorious for widespread parasitic diseases, such as the Sub-Sahara, suggesting
its importance in these areas (Malaguarnera et al., 2003). Deficiency of
chitotriosidase was reported to be unrelated to the incidence of Candida sepsis,
however as the authors state only survivors were included in this study and
therefore the evidence is not conclusive (Masoud et al., 2002). It has recently been
found that the chitotriosidase gene deletion is associated with Gram-negative
bacteremia in children undergoing therapy for Acute Myeloid Leukemia and that
neonates with a bacterial infection show increases in chitotriosidase activity
(Lehrnbecher et al., 2005; Michelakakis et al., 2004). Although there is currently
no other evidence supporting a role for chitotriosidase in bacterial infections, these
unexpected associations suggest that chitotriosidase has more pleotropic effects
in innate immunity than previously appreciated. 
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The data above suggest a role for chitotriosidase in innate defence. However, the
evidence for this is provided largely based on associations rather than
fundamental biochemical observations. Important observations regarding the
function of chitotriosidase have been obtained by extensive characterization of the
enzyme. Shortly after the discovery of the enzyme, it was already determined that
the human enzyme is mainly produced by phagocytes (Boot et al., 1995).
Subsequently, chitinolytic activity towards the cell wall of Candida albicans was
demonstrated (Boot et al., 2001). Furthermore, it has been found that recombinant
human chitotriosidase showed synergy with existing anti-fungal drugs such as the
polyene amphotericin B, the azoles itraconazole and flucanozole and cell wall
synthesis inhibitors LY-303366 and nikkomycin Z (Stevens et al., 2000). Despite
these findings, a thorough immunological characterisation of chitotriosidase had
previously not been performed. 
In chapter 3 of this thesis an in-depth investigation is reported concerning the
production, release and anti-fungal properties of human chitotriosidase. The
enzyme was shown to be produced by both neutrophils and macrophages, and to
reside within the specific granules in polymorphonuclear neutrophils. Massive
secretion was observed upon stimulation with GM-CSF, but not with IFNg, M-CSF
or IL4. It is of interest to note that beneficial effects of GM-CSF in fungal infections
have been reported earlier (Jones, 1999). It is conceivable that the observed
induction of chitotriosidase release, at least partially, explains this finding. 
Our study furthermore contained the definitive demonstration of both in-vitro and
in-vivo antifungal activity of chitotriosidase. Exposure of various chitin-containing
fungi to recombinant chitotriosidase resulted in growth inhibition, hyphal tip
bursting or, in the case of the pathogenic Candida albicans, prevention of hyphal
switch. These observations were extended in neutropenic mouse models of
systemic Candidiasis and Aspergillosis, the main causes of mortality in immuno-
compromised individuals. In the mice a clearly improved survival was observed
upon treatment with chitotriosidase. These results suggest that therapeutic use of
chitotriosidase for treatment of life-threatening fungal infections may be feasible.
Importantly, since Gaucher patients seem to tolerate chitotriosidase levels well
over a thousand fold higher than normal, no side effects are to be expected.
However, because of the high dosage of recombinant protein required and
resulting high cost, clinical research towards employing chitotriosidase against
fungal infections has come to a halt. More economical production of recombinant
protein in plants may perhaps result in the future use of human chitotriosidase as
a therapeutic agent.
Despite the anti-fungal role of chitotriosidase, investigations on the nature and
incidence of the mutation resulting in expression of inactive chitotriosidase has
provided valuable insight into the physiological function of the enzyme that can not
be overlooked. It is clear that, under most conditions, chitotriosidase may be
considered redundant in man. Firstly, the deficiency does not result in a clear
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phenotype. Secondly, the incidence of the deletion is high (~6% for most ethnic
groups), it occurs pan-ethnically and follows the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium,
suggesting there has not been substantial evolutionary pressure towards
expression of active chitotriosidase (Boot et al., 1998). The fact that chitotriosidase
is a fully functional, yet apparently redundant protein raised the question whether
compensatory mechanisms exist in order to deal with chitin. Subsequent
investigations resulted in the discovery of the second mammalian chitinase, Acidic
Mammalian Chitinase (AMCase).

AMCase
The second mammalian chitinase shares many characteristics with
chitotriosidase, not surprising considering the high sequence homology between
the two proteins. Both are active towards crab shell chitin as well as chitin present
in the fungal cell wall. However, AMCase displays a remarkably acidic pH
optimum, consistent with its expression in the gastro-intestinal tract (Boot et al.,
2001). This suggests adaptation for degradation of chitin taken in orally.
However, the view that AMCase plays predominantly a role in food processing
changed dramatically with several reports relating the protein to the pathogenesis
of asthma and other allergic lung inflammatory conditions.
When injected intravenously with chitin-containing Schistosoma mansoni eggs,
both wild type mice and animals with an exaggerated Th2 response, dominated by
the cytokines IL4 and IL13, were found to massively express AMCase in the lung.
This induction did not occur in mice with an exaggerated Th1 response or IL13-
knockout mice (Sandler et al., 2003). Similarly, Zimmermann et al. reported highly
induced AMCase mRNA levels in mouse models of experimental asthma either
induced by ovalbumin (OVA) or by Aspergillus fumigatus antigen (Zimmermann et
al., 2004). This induction was mediated by the STAT6 signaling pathway, again
suggesting a role for an excessive Th2 response mediated by IL4 or IL13
(Zimmermann et al., 2004). Employing a similar mouse model of asthma, Zhu et
al. showed that inhibition of AMCase, either by a specific antibody or the specific
chitinase inhibitor allosamidin, alleviated the Th2 mediated inflammatory lung
damage that occurs in asthma (Zhu et al., 2004). Interestingly, AMCase activity
appeared instrumental for the pathogenesis of asthma, through a yet to be
specified, chitin-independent mechanism. Therefore, it was suggested that
inhibition of chitinase activity may render an attractive new therapy of asthma (Zhu
et al., 2004; Couzin, 2004). Additional genetic studies indeed suggest AMCase
genotype is related to incidence of asthma, whereas chitotriosidase genotype is
not (Bierbaum et al., 2005; Bierbaum et al., 2006, respectively).
A more recent report suggests that chitin itself induces the accumulation in tissue
of IL4-expressing innate immune cells, including eosinophils and basophils, when
given to mice. Moreover, this response was absent if the chitin was pre-treated
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with AMCase, or when chitin was given to mice overexpressing AMCase (Reese
et al., 2007). The suggestion that chitinase activity alleviates a chitin-induced
allergic response is in conflict with the observations described by Zhu et al. (2004).

Several observations appear to favour the opinion that AMCase is beneficial in
asthma. Firstly, the study of Zhu et al. does not specify a substrate for the
AMCase, since the observations are thought to be chitin-independent. Based on
structural studies, performed on various chitinases, including the study describing
structural features of AMCase in chapter 8 do generally not hint towards the
existence of an alternative endogenous substrate. Secondly, important differences
in chitinase expression exist among species, suggesting a lack of an ubiquitous
role of chitinases in inflammation. These differences, described extensively in
chapter 5 and 6 and discussed below,  make it difficult to extrapolate the results
obtained in a mouse model to the human situation. Thirdly, there have been many
reports of incidence of occupational asthma, which have been related to the
inhalation of airborne chitin, suggesting chitin indeed may induce an exaggerated
Th2 response (for an example: Cartier et al., 1984). It may be considered more
appealing to think of the exogenous chitin as the culprit, whereas AMCase being
capable of degrading chitin may alleviate chitin induced allergic responses.
It is possible the observations made by Zhu et al. are strictly model dependent.
Since the OVA stimulations lead to massive overproduction of AMCase protein, it
is conceivable that secondary physical rather than biochemical effects take place.
The related protein YM1 has been shown to form eosinophilic crystals within cells,
when expressed at sufficiently high amounts (Guo et al., 2000). Indeed, the
observations made by Zhu et al. were prompted by the identification of AMCase in
crystals residing within the lungs (Couzin, 2004). It is possible that these crystals,
the formation of which may be inhibited in the presence of inhibitor or anti-bodies,
result in tissue damage unrelated to enzyme activity.

In any case, it is likely much future research will be performed on the precise role
of AMCase. Conditional knock outs should prove informative in order to assess the
nature and dynamics of chitinase function, in response to a variety a stimuli,
among which chitin. Additional genotyping in relation to incidence of allergy will in
the future undoubtedly provide clues whether AMCase, like chitotriosidase, is
redundant in man or performs major physiological roles other than defense and/or
food processing.

2. EVOLUTIONARY ORIGIN AND SPECIES SPECIFIC EXPRESSION OF CHITINASE
AND RELATED PROTEINS.

With the on-line availability of the genomes of many species, comparison of
genomic information among species has become feasible without the need for
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laboratory work, but remains tedious and time-consuming. Yet it represents one of
the easiest ways to assess whether a certain protein or perhaps mechanism is
ubiquitous in nature, which may provide important clues concerning its function
and importance. 
In the case of the chitinase protein family, many related proteins in mammals had
already been discovered and characterized, all belonging to family 18 of glycoside
hydrolases. Apart from the two active chitinases, the protein family encompasses
so-called chi-lectins, homologous proteins that lack their enzymatic capabilities
due to the lack of the catalytic acidic residue. Similar to chitinases, chi-lectins are
secreted locally or into the circulation and a role for inflammatory conditions is
suggested for many of them. Ym1, for instance, had been associated with allergic
airway inflammation in a mouse model, as has AMCase (Homer et al., 2006).
However, extensive blast searches using the Ym1 cDNA sequence did not reveal
an orthologue in man, suggesting species specific differences. Furthermore,
nomenclature of this group of proteins has often led to confusion, for example in
the case of Ym1 (Boot et al., 2005b). 

In order to shed light on inter-species genomic differences, extensive in silica
analyses were performed, which are described in chapter 5. As a starting point,
all available sequences of mammalian chitinase(-like) genes and proteins were
gathered from various databases. The resulting list and alignment, consisting of 44
sequences from 11 mammalian species, shows the mammalian chitinase protein
family to be widespread and generally conserved, yet important differences exist.
Several members (like Ym1) are found to be species-specific, whereas some
expressed proteins had previously been unidentified. Phylogenetic analyses were
performed using various algorithms, resulting in the elucidation of the evolutionary
history. Both active chitinases result from an ancient gene duplication, predating
the evolution of mammals, giving rise to two groups of genes (now referred to as
the chitotriosidase- and AMCase-clade). Further gene duplications have occurred
more recently, followed by loss of function mutations, giving rise to the chi-lectins.
Some evolutionary events occurred in certain lineages only, suggesting protein
specialization. For instance, the occurrence of GP40 seems restricted to
ruminants. GP40 has been found to be present in dry mammary secretions at
times when extensive tissue remodelling occurs (Srivastava et al., 2006); hence
its presence may reflect differences in mammary function between ruminants and
other mammals. The phylogenetic analyses was shown to be roughly in
accordance with genomic syntheny between and man, as was determined by
mapping the loci of the genes on their genomes.
Although the phylogenetic analyses have revealed the direction evolution of
chitinase(-like) genes has taken, it does not offer information concerning
evolutionary forces. In order to gain insight into the mechanism behind the
observed phylogeny, the ratio of the non-synonymous versus synonymous
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substitution rates (Ω) can be calculated. Usually this ratio is <1, meaning that
evolution has acted to generally maintain current protein composition (purifying
evolution). However, in the case of lysozymes, enzymes that like chitinases have
dual functions in both defense mechanisms and food processing, it has been
shown that there have been certain episodes in which positive selection (>1)  has
occurred (Messier and Stewart, 1997; Yang, 1998). These episodes are thought to
coincide with the recruitment of lysozyme to the stomach of old world monkeys.
Apparently, the presence of a specialized acidic lysozyme in the stomach has
been of sufficient importance for adaptive evolution to have occurred. Due to the
functional analogy of lysozymes with chitinases, it was of interest to perform a
similar analyses on the chitinase(-like) gene data-set. Although the lysozyme
results reported by Yang (1998) could be reproduced, no signature for adaptive
evolution of mammalian chitinase(-like) genes could be detected. It is, however, of
importance to note that adaptive evolution is not a necessity for specialization,
which has occurred substantially in chitinase(-like) proteins. Iso-electric points, for
instance, vary greatly among the proteins, most likely reflecting differences in
tissue-specific expression.

Several of the chitinase(-like) proteins occur only in rodents, yet they have named
as potential targets in various human inflammatory disorders (Ym1 for example:
Reese et al., 2007). Needless to say, investigations into the role of these proteins
in human pathology using a mouse model would be fruitless. Investigations such
those reported in chapter 5 show that species differences have clear, yet
sometimes overlooked implications for medical biochemistry. Therefore, a survey
of genomic differences between model organisms and man would be advisable,
preceding laboratory investigations. Nowadays, in most cases all the information
required is available online. 
On a more fundamental level, this chapter offers an example of how various
evolutionary forces can shape a certain protein family, which may be used as a
blueprint for the elucidation of evolutionary features of other protein families.

Where chapter 5 dealt strictly with analyses of genomic information (and
predicted protein products), chapter 6 zooms in on differences in expression of
active chitinases between mouse and men.
Because of the various reports linking AMCase to the pathogenesis of asthma and
other types of airway inflammations, much attention has focused on the role of this
enzyme in mouse models, whereas chitotriosidase, the dominant chitinase in man,
received relatively little attention in this regard. Tissue expression of both
chitotriosidase and AMCase in mice were therefore studied in detail and the
results were compared to the situation in man. To this end both RNA northern/dot
blots and in-situ hybridization were employed on various tissues of wild-type mice,
revealing remarkable differences. Whereas in man chitotriosidase is phagocyte
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specific and the sole chitinase present in the circulation and AMCase is only found
in the (slightly) acidic lung and gastro-intestinal tract, in mice the situation is more
complicated. Northern blots reveal the presence of chitotriosidase mRNA only in
tongue and stomach, although the enzyme is also present in the circulation,
perhaps originating from stomach epithelial cells. Chitotriosidase mRNA is also
expressed in murine stomach, yet in the stratified squamous epithelial cells of the
non-glandular fore-stomach that has a near neutral pH, whereas AMCase is
expressed in the lower, more acidic, glandular regions of the stomach. Further
down the gastrointestinal tract chitotriosidase is expressed in the Paneth cells in
the crypts Lieberkühn of the small intestine. Due to the potential role of chitinases
in airway inflammation, the expressional pattern in lung is of special interest.
Again, marked differences exist; AMCase appears to be only chitinase present in
murine lung, originating from alveolar macrophages, whereas in man both
enzymes are present. Possible pharmacological inhibition of chitinases in order to
treat allergic airway inflammation therefore should be unadvisable when based
solely on data obtained in mice.
Intriguingly, in the cow AMCase is present in high amounts in the circulation as a
result of hepatic secretion (Suzuki et al., 2001), whereas chitotriosidase appears
absent altogether, thus representing yet another expressional profile.
The development of specific inhibitors inhibiting only one of the two mammalian
chitinases would be especially useful in light of the differential expressional pattern
among mammalian chitinases. Therefore, knowledge of structural differences
between chitotriosidase and AMCase would be valuable. Structural features of
AMCase are described and compared with those of chitotriosidase in chapter 8
and will be discussed below.

Taken together, chapters 5 and 6 provide valuable fundamental information that
should not be overlooked when extrapolating chitinase-related data obtained in
model organisms to the human situation. 

3. STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF MAMMALIAN CHITINASES.
Structural features of chitinases have been extensively studied, mostly following
X-ray diffraction of chitinase crystals. In general, family 18 chitinases remain stable
at high concentrations and readily form crystals. Furthermore, their globular and
compact structure generally allows for high quality models to be generated from
the X-ray diffraction data. 
Crystal structures solved of mammalian chitinase(-like) proteins include that of
chitotriosidase, Hcgp39, and Ym1. Like other proteins in this family, they consist
of a so-called TIM barrel, first seen in triose-phosphate isomerase (TIM). The TIM
barrel offers a structural platform for many diverse proteins and therefore it
represents the single most represented fold in the structural database to date
(Wierenga, 2001; Berman et al., 2000). 
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Chitinase B (Chi B) from Serratia marcescens has served as a model enzyme in
structural biology of chitinases. It represents the only chitinase for which the
crystal structure of the full length isoform has been solved, including chitin binding
domain (CBD) (van Aalten et al., 2000). Surprisingly, the linker separating the CBD
from the catalytic domain is not as flexible as previously assumed. Attempts to
obtain crystals from 50 kDa chitotriosidase, which includes the CBD, have thus far
been unsuccessful (unpublished results). 
Most hydrolases employ a general acid-base catalytic mechanism, in which a
nucleophilic residue stabilizes the positive charge formed by hydrolysis of the
glycosidic bond. In chitinases, such a nucleophilic residue could not be identified.
Eventually, several investigations showed that the N-acetyl group of the chitinous
substrate itself stabilizes the transition state by formation of an oxazolinium
intermediate (Terwisscha van Scheltinga et al., 1995; van Aalten et al., 2001). An
important consequence of this substrate assisted catalysis is that de-acetylation of
chitin by various ubiquitous de-acetylases decreases its compatibility as substrate. 

Various crystal structures of catalytic 39 kDa domain of chitotriosidase have been
solved, including that of the native protein, and in complex with chito-
oligosaccharides and various inhibitors (Fusetti et al., 2002; Rao et al., 2003).
Overall, the structure reveals an elongated active site cleft, compatible with the
binding of long chitin polymers and therefore endochitinolytic activity. Due to the
fact that the enzyme retains activity inside the crystal, structures of ligand bound
wild type chitotriosidase have not revealed the precise binding mode to chitin. To
this end, it has been attempted to solve the crystal structure of a mutant protein
which lacks the catalytic glutamic acid yet retains binding capability to chitin (a so-
called neo-lectin). Unfortunately, the crystal structure revealed complete disorder
in the active site (unpublished observations). Apparently, the point mutation
introduced (E140L) results in instability of the catalytic centre, exemplifying the
intricacies of oligo-saccharide binding.
Crystal structures have been solved of many chi-lectins, which lack the catalytic
glutamate, among which that of Hcgp39 and Ym1 (Fusetti et al., 2003; Sun et al.,
2001, respectively). Despite having retained overall structure, the active site
appears to have undergone substantial specialization, in order to allow binding of
specific oligo-saccharides, differing from chitin.
Regardless of the fact that for most chitinase(-like) proteins crystallography and
structure elucidation has been successful, structural information concerning
AMCase has been lacking. Despite numerous attempts, AMCase crystals have not
been obtained, presumably due to instability at high concentrations (unpublished
observations). In order to gain insight into structural differences between
chitotriosidase and AMCase, an in-silica approach was adopted.
Based on an experimentally determined structure, structural features of a
homologous protein may be approximated by homology modelling, employing
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energy minimalizations following amino acid substitutions on the template
structure. Furthermore, present day computing power and software allows for
Newton’s equations of motion to be solved for complex systems such as proteins
in solution, giving rise to molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of biological
systems. This allows movement of a single solvated protein to be simulated, a
feature that has no experimental counterpart. Using these computational
techniques, molecular aspects of both AMCase and chitotriosidase have been
studied, which are described in chapters 8 and 4, respectively. 

As a starting point for the investigations described in chapter 8, crude models of
both human and murine AMCase were created on-line using the SWISSPROT
server (Guex and Peitsch, 1997), supplying the published chitotriosidase structure
and an alignment containing both query and template sequences. Basically, the
algorithm that is employing results in amino acid substitutions on the template
structure followed by energy minimalizations. Subsequently, several rounds of
more extensive energy minimalizations were performed using GROMACS
(Lindahl et al., 2001). Several sophisticated algorithms are employed in order to
avoid being trapped in local minima of the energy landscape that could result in an
erroneous final structure. 
Comparison of structural features of both chitinases revealed most substitutions to
reside on or near the protein surface. Comparison of surface charges revealed
AMCases to be generally more negatively charged, representing one adaption
towards functioning in an acidic environment. The catalytic centre of AMCase
compared to chitotriosidase is relatively unaltered, a single histidine residue
however, is located only several Ångstroms from the acidic residues involved in
catalysis. In order to study the role of His187 in catalysis, a mutant enzyme was
expressed, in which the His187 was converted into an asparagine, the amino acid
conserved in chitotriosidase at this location. The mutant displayed a marked
decrease in acidic activity, whereas near-neutral activity was affected to a far
lesser extent. Concomitantly, using GROMACS MD simulations were performed in
order to investigate intramolecular interactions of this His187. To this end,
movements of atoms in solvated AMCase were simulated during 10 nanoseconds,
simulating various protonation states of key residues, including His187. This
revealed interactions of protonated His187 with key active site residues that
should facilitate binding of substrate at acidic pH. Taken together, these results
indicate that His187 acts as an acidic switch in Acidic Mammalian Chitinase.
Furthermore, since it represents the sole difference in the active site of
mammalian chitinases, this specific structural feature could be exploited in order
to develop specific inhibitors.

In chapter 4 a common polymorphism in human chitotriosidase is described, that
results in the expression of a protein with slightly different enzymatic
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characteristics. As will be discussed in the next section, the presented results have
clear and significant implications for the use of chitotriosidase activity as a
biomarker. It was revealed that activity towards the artificial substrate that contains
three N-acetylglucosamine moieties, 4MU-chitotrioside, was affected by the
polymorphism, whereas activity towards 4MU-chitobioside, containing only two
sugars, was near identical. The structural basis of this phenomenon was
examined by MD simulations using the published chitotriosidase crystal structure
as starting point. 
The mutation concerns a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP),  resulting in the
substitution of a glycine by a serine at position 102. Although these amino acids
only differ slightly, the presence of the extra hydroxyl group in serine may result in
additional hydrogen bonded interactions. Employing MD on two systems,
simulating both wild type and G102S mutant protein intramolecular movements in
water, subtle differences could be detected that could explain the observed
differential activities. In the wild type protein, the presence of the glycine allows for
flexibility of a loop that, based on the crystal structure of chitotriosidase in complex
with allosamidin (Rao et al., 2003), is involved in binding of the third sugar in
chitinous substrates. In the mutant G102S protein, flexibility is markedly
decreased due to hydrogen bonded interactions of Ser102, not allowing proper
placement of the loop for stabilization of the third sugar. Taken together, this most
likely explains the differential activity towards 4-methylumbelliferyl-chitotrioside
(4MU-chitotrioside), and the lack of an effect on activity towards 4MU-chitobioside.

4. ENZYMATIC FEATURES OF MAMMALIAN CHITINASES.
Following the discovery of chitotriosidase, it was found that substantial inhibition
of activity occurred at high substrate concentrations of both 4MU-chitobioside and
4MU-chitotrioside. This finding was finally explained in an elegant experiment in
which chitotriosidase was incubated with both PNP-chitobioside (a substrate for
chitinases) and 4MU-N-acetylglucosaminide (not a substrate for chitinases). The
resulting release of 4MU fluorescence could only be attributed to the occurrence
of transglycosylation (Aguilera et al., 2003). Accurate activity measurement
towards the two commercially available artificial substrates, 4MU-chitotriose and
4MU-chitobioside is hampered by the occurrence of transglycosylation, since low
concentrations have to be used to avoid dominant substrate inhibition. This led to
the development of the novel substrate 4MU-(4-deoxy)-chitobioside, that cannot
be transglycosylated and therefore displays approximate Michaelis-Menten
kinetics (Aguilera et al., 2003; Schoonhoven et al., 2007).

Chapter 9 offers an overview of enzymatic behaviour of mammalian chitinases of
various species. As is the case in genomics and tissue-specific expression,
discussed in previous sections, enzymatic behaviour also differs among proteins
from different species. For these analyses, five recombinantly produced chitinases
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were employed: both chitinases from mouse and man, and bovine AMCase.
Studying substrate inhibition in assays using 4MU substrates, it was shown that
the occurrence of transglycosylation depends heavily on the substrate used (4MU-
bioside or 4MU-trioside) and pH. Despite the fact that transglycosylation appears
ubiquitous, marked differences exist. Murine chitotriosidase, for instance, appears
hardly able to use 4MU substrates as acceptor, whereas human chitotriosidase
was shown to be the most efficient in transglycosylation using these acceptors.
Additionally, using human chitotriosidase, it was shown that compounds other than
chito-oligosaccharides may act as acceptors in the transglycosylation reaction.
This opens up the possibility of employing chitinases for biosynthetic purposes,
especially attractive since stereo-specific glycosides are notoriously challenging
compounds to synthesize chemically. Although the yields reported in chapter 9
are estimated to generally be low, advances in structural biology of chitinases may
result in mutants with increased transglycosylation potential. Furthermore, it has
been shown that certain conditions may result in a shift in enzymatic behaviour
towards transglycosylation. Various salts, for instance, influence enzymatic
behaviour (Chou et al., 2006; Usui et al., 1990). Although a preliminary screen has
not revealed favourable conditions for transglycosylation (unpublished findings),
thorough screens may yet reveal interesting findings.

It is interesting to speculate on potential biological functions, in the past or in the
present, of transglycosylation. Stereospecific transglycosylation is a common
feature of glycosyl hydrolases (Holtje, 1996). It is possible that, prior to evolution
of glucosyltransferases utilizing nucleotide-activated sugars, there were other, less
sophisticated, mechanisms of early biopolymers synthesis. Perhaps early in
evolution, enzymes generally dedicated to hydrolysis, such as chitinases, also
performed synthetic roles. The investigations on chitinase transglycosylation
behaviour, among others those described in chapter 9, show that
transglycosylation is ubiquitous, heavily dependent on substrate concentration
and can be influenced by certain conditions such as salt concentrations; all of
these aspects may be considered prerequisites for physiological relevance of
transglycosylation.
Furthermore, based on the ability of chitinases to allow for compounds other than
chitin as acceptors in the transglycosylation reaction, it is theoretically possible
that, under certain conditions, chitinases effectively catalyze the transfer of two or
three GlcNAc moieties from chitin to other compounds. This stereospecific
“capping” by GlcNAc oligomers could in turn exert biological activity. In plants, for
instance, so-called Nod factors have been identified, that consist of chito-
oligosaccharides covalently bound to lipid species. These factors play a role in the
nodulation process in legume plants and can be cleaved by chitinases (van der
Holst et al., 2001; Day et al., 2001). However, to date, in mammals no compounds
have ever been identified containing outstanding (GlcNAc)2 or (GlcNAc)3.
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Apart from employing artificial fluorescent compounds as substrates, chapter 9
also describes an assay using natural chito-oligosaccharides. The released
products are subsequently separated by HPLC, and detected using UV
spectroscopy. The results show chitobiose to be preferentially released by all
chitinases, and chitotriose to a minor extent. Larger fragments, that could only
have been formed by the occurrence of transglycosylation, were also detected. 
A disadvantage of this assay, however, is the low sensitivity; much enzyme is
required in order to generate sufficient amounts of products for detection.
Therefore, a novel assay was developed which is based on fluorescent detection,
which is described in chapter 7. The assay involves chemical labelling of the
chito-oligosaccharides by anthranilic acid (2-aminobenzoic acid, 2-AA). Reductive
amination of the aldehyde formed by ring-opening of the reducing sugar is
performed, labelling each chito-oligosaccharide with a single fluorescent tag. This
assay was applied to chito-oligosaccharides before and after incubation with
chitotriosidase, revealing the assay to be adequately linear in time and enzyme
concentration. Furthermore, it was applied to serum from both Gaucher patients
and controls, showing serum does not contain interfering endogenous chito-
oligosaccharides and generally displaying high reproducibility and linearity. 
The novel assay offers a novel, highly sensitive, method for measuring chitinase
activity employing natural chito-oligosaccharides that undoubtedly will be used for
identification and characterization of chitinase activity in complex mixtures.

5. CHITOTRIOSIDASE AS BIOMARKER.
As a result of the successful development of ERT and SRT for Gaucher disease
(GD), an urgent need arose for biomarkers of Gaucher cells that would allow
accurate monitoring of the progress of the disease and efficacy of therapy. Ideally,
a biomarker is detectable in plasma and directly reflects the presence of storage
cells. Furthermore, no overlap should exist between levels in patients versus
controls. Plasma levels of tartrate resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP),
angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), hexosaminidase and lysozyme had
previously been reported to be abnormal, however none of these enzymes appear
to meet this criterion (reviewed in Aerts and Hollak, 1997). In order to detect further
abnormalities present in plasma of Gaucher patients, a hydrolase screen was
performed using a variety of artificial substrates, subsequently resulting in the
identification of an over 1000-fold increase in activity towards the substrate 4MU-
chitotrioside in plasma from Gaucher patients (Hollak et al., 1994). Further
investigations resulted in the identification of chitotriosidase to be solely
responsible for this activity (Hollak et al., 1994; Renkema et al., 1995). Due to the
fact that chitotriosidase originates from lipid laden macrophages, its activity levels
do not reflect one particular clinical symptom, but rather the total body burden of
Gaucher cells. Plasma chitotriosidase activities are greatly increased in
symptomatic Gaucher patients, but not in asymptomatic glucocerebrosidase-
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deficient individuals. Importantly, chitotriosidase values drop sharply upon ERT,
coinciding with clinical improvements (Hollak et al., 1994). The regular monitoring
of plasma chitotriosidase levels in Gaucher patients is presently used world-wide
to assist in clinical management of these patients (Deegan et al., 2005; Vellodi et
al., 2005; Cabrera-Salazar et al., 2004). 

By far the highest levels of chitotriosidase are found in GD, but an increasing
number of diseases characterized by lysosomal accumulation of
glycosphingolipids or other lipid species show increase levels as well. For
instance, in Niemann-Pick A/B, Niemann-Pick C, cholesteryl ester storage, Krabbe
disease, GM1 gangliosidosis, fucosidosis, galactosialidosis, Wolman disease,
Morquio B and Fabry disease, increases in chitotriosidase have been reported
(Michelakakis et al., 2004; Guo et al., 1995; Aerts et al., 2005; Vedder et al., 2006). 
In none of these disorders chitotriosidase is elevated to such an extent as in GD,
and the potential for use as biomarker remains subject to investigation (Isman et
al., 2008). In general, most lysosomal storage disorders display an increase in
chitotriosidase activity. Reversely, this suggests that elevated levels of
chitotriosidase activity in plasma from patients with unexplained diseases may be
indicative for a lysosomal disorder.

Despite the sensitivity and convenience of the chitotriosidase assay using 4MU-
chitotrioside as substrate, the occurrence of transglycosylation complicates the
enzyme assay. Non-saturating concentrations have to be used in order to avoid
substrate inhibition. The use of the deoxybioside substrate, which can not undergo
transglycoslyation, provides a much more convenient method for measuring
activity of chitotriosidase (Aguilera et al., 2003; Schoonhoven et al., 2007). 

In addition to the common deletion resulting in expression of a non-functional
chitotriosidase, a polymorphism exist, which results in a substitution of a glycine
into a serine at position 102. Investigations into the occurrence and enzymatic
implications of the G102S mutation have been the subject of the investigations
described in chapter 4. The G102S allele was found to be common in GD
patients, with an allelic frequency of 0.20. No association was found with the
chitotriosidase deletion. Activities were measured towards the three artificial 4MU
substrates, using both patient material and recombinantly produced G102 and
S102 enzyme. It was shown that specific activity towards 4MU-chitotrioside was
lower for the S102 protein, by about 30%. The activity towards both 4MU-bioside
and 4MU-deoxybioside, however, was unaltered. Structural investigations were
performed, discussed previously in the structural section, which have provided a
molecular basis for these results. Furthermore, employing western-blot and a
novel in-gel activity assay it was established that a small part of S102 protein is
glycosylated at the asparagine at position 100. In light of the fact that 4MU-
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chitotrioside is currently the commonly used substrate for the chitotriosidase
assay, the implications of these investigations are obvious: 4MU-chitotrioside
should be replaced by 4MU-deoxychitobioside. This substrate not only offers
better kinetics due to the abolishment of transglycosylation, these investigation
show that the common G102S substitution has no effect. When using 4MU-
chitotrioside, genotyping for this polymorphism would be highly recommended.

Coinciding with our laboratory investigations described in chapter 4, both Grace
et al. and Lee et al. examined chitinase activity in relation to CHIT1 genotype, with
emphasis on the G102S substitution (Grace et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2007).
Although in general the results are similar, different relative specific activities are
reported by all three groups. This is most likely due to small differences in assay
substrate concentrations used, which may lead to large differences in activity,
underlining once again the usefulness of the deoxychitobioside substrate, of which
the kinetics are Michealis-Menten-like and therefore may be used at saturating
concentrations. 

Although plasma chitotriosidase activity may nowadays be regarded as the
biomarker of choice in GD, there is still need for other biomarkers, foremost
because of the high incidence of deficiency. Recently a marked elevation in
plasma of GD patients has also been described for the chemokine CCL18 (Boot
et al., 2004; Moran et al., 2000; Deegan et al., 2005). Like chitotriosidase, CCL18
is secreted by Gaucher cells and therefore also reflects total Gaucher cell body
burden. Analysis of response to therapy showed CCL18 to change comparably to
chitotriosidase upon therapy. Therefore, monitoring of plasma CCL18 can be a
useful alternative to monitor response to therapy in Gaucher patients deficient in
chitotriosidase (Deegan et al., 2005). Recently, CCL18 in urine from patients was
shown to correlate well with plasma values, offering an advantage over the use of
chitotriosidase, of which urinary secretion is dependent on kidney involvement and
therefore not accurately reflecting plasma levels (Boot et al., 2006).

6. CHITINASE EXPRESSION, GANGLIOSIDES AND INSULIN RESISTANCE. 
Despite the identification of elevated chitinases in several abnormal pathologies,
the molecular mechanisms of induction of chitotriosidase remain enigmatic. 
For AMCase, massive induction of expression has only been clearly demonstrated
in murine lung. It is clear that Th2-driven, IL13-dependent activation of the STAT6
pathway may result in massive expression of AMCase (Zimmerman et al., 2004;
Sandler et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2004). 
Based on the fact that lysosomal storage disorders are generally accompanied by
abnormally high chitotriosidase secretion, it can be concluded that lysosomal
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stress induces chitotriosidase expression in macrophages. In addition to the
storage diseases listed in the previous section, several other conditions, that are
not primarily lysosomal, exist in which chitotriosidase is elevated such as glycogen
storage disease IV, Tangier disease, sarcoidosis and Alagille syndrome
(Michelakakis et al., 2004; Guo et al., 1995; Grosso et al., 2004). Furthermore, in
atherosclerosis, a pathological process in blood vessel walls, accumulation of
cholesterol, which occurs in foam cells, results in secretion of chitotriosidase and
the chi-lectin hcgp39 (Boot et al., 1999). In multiple sclerosis, in which
accumulation of myelin occurs in macrophages, chitotriosidase is also elevated
(Czartoryska et al., 2001; unpublished results). Individuals suffering from
thalassemia, caused by a defect in hemoglobin synthesis, are treated with
frequent blood transfusions. Due to the uptake of these transfusion cells, it has
been suggested that secondary accumulation of lipid or iron occurs in lysosomes,
giving rise to induction of the chitinase (Barone et al., 1999). In malaria, plasma
chitotriosidase has been shown to be elevated (Barone et al., 2003). This might be
a response to the presence of the Plasmodium pathogen, however in malaria, due
to parasite-induced damage, increased turn-over of red blood cells also occurs.
Chitotriosidase may in addition be induced by exogenous compounds. Patients
receiving a plasma expander in the form of hydroxy-ethyl starch, that also suffer
from impaired renal function, acquired lysosomal storage in macrophages
resulting in increased chitotriosidase levels (Auwerda et al., 2006). However, the
exact nature of the storage material has not been determined.

A common denominator for all these diseases appears to be the accumulation of
cellular material, often in the form of lipids, due to increased cellular turn-over.
Since macrophages are predominantly responsible for clearance, these cells
undergo a phenotypic change. Immunological analyses indeed showed Gaucher
cells to display a distinct phenotype that resembles that of alternatively activated
macrophages, expressing cytokines, such as CCL18, typical for this type of
macrophage (Boven et al., 2004).

Although it is fairly clear that in macrophages the need to perform excessive
clearance of cellular material induces secretion of chitotriosidase, the exact
molecular mediator responsible remains subject of debate. Excessive iron has
been proposed to be involved, however the evidence is limited. Increased turn-
over of red blood cells in GD, malaria and thalassemia are accompanied with
higher levels of iron in macrophages. Also, levels of the intra-cellular iron-binding
ferritin have been found to correspond fairly well with chitotriosidase secretion
(Barone et al., 2003). However, a causal relationship has never been shown and
the human chitotriosidase promoter does not appear to contain an iron-responsive
element (unpublished observations).
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Alternatively, metabolites of the accumulating products may mediate
chitotriosidase secretion. Very recently, it was shown that sphingosine-1-
phosphate (S1P), a phosphorylated constituent of ceramide, may induce an
alternatively activated-like phenotype in macrophages (Hughes et al., 2008). S1P-
induced expression of chitotriosidase, however, has not been reported. 
A group of lipids that is prominently increased in most lysosomal storage disorders
are sialic acid-containing glycosphingolipids, known as gangliosides (reviewed by
Walkley, 2004). Markedly elevated concentrations of the ganglioside GM3 in
tissues and plasma of Gaucher patients have been recently reported (Ghauharali-
van der Vlugt et al., 2008; Meikle et al., 2008). Importantly, also diseases without
primary defects in ganglioside degradation exhibit increases in gangliosides
(Walkley, 2004). 

A rapidly increasing body of evidence suggests that certain populations of
gangliosides correspond to certain cellular phenotypes. An important function of
gangliosides is their control of responses of the cell to outside signals.
Furthermore, they appear to function as metabolic flags, allowing for appropriate
modulation of signalling events in response to specific cellular nutrients. In relation
to diabetes type II, GM3 appears especially important. GM3 levels are elevated in
the muscle of certain obese, insulin resistant mouse and rat models (Aerts et al.,
2007). Addition of GM3 to cultured adipocytes was shown to suppress insulin-
receptor phosphorylation, whereas inhibition of GM3 synthesis had the opposite
effect (Tagami et al., 2002; Kabayama et al., 2005, respectively).

Based on a chemical approach developed by Carolyn Bertozzi and co-workers
(Saxon and Bertozzi, 2000), a novel method was developed to label cellular
gangliosides, which is described in addendum I. A slightly modified version of N-
acetylmannosamine (ManNAc, a common sugar), was added to cell cultures. It
was shown by Bertozzi that this modification, an azide moiety on the acetyl group,
does not impede its entry into normal metabolic pathways. The major portion of
ManNAc is converted into sialic acid, which is attached to either N-linked protein
glycans or gangliosides. The azide may subsequently be covalently linked to a
variety of reporter groups by performing the chemical reaction known as the
Staudinger ligation. As described in addendum I, using the newly developed
inhibitor of ganglioside synthesis, AMP-DNM (N-(5-adamantane-1-yl-methoxy)-
pentyl-1-deoxynojirimycin) (Overkleeft et al., 1998; Aerts et al., 2007), a reduction
of ~80% in cell surface labelling was observed, showing the majority of the
labelled sugar to reside in gangliosides. Reversely, inhibiting N-linked protein
glycosylation resulted in a 20% decrease in labelling whereas using both inhibitors
combined, labelling was almost completely abolished. In order to ascertain the
nature of the labelled species, gangliosides were isolated and analyzed by HPLC,
showing the portion of labelled ganglioside GM3 to be prominent. A disadvantage
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of this approach is the inherent lack of specificity since both N-linked glycans and
gangliosides are labelled, although using inhibitors a shift in selectivity can be
obtained. Furthermore, since sialic acid is labelled, no distinction is made between
different gangliosides. However, a major and unique advantage of this method is
that a variety of reporter groups or any other chemical moiety can be attached to
gangliosides covalently. Since recent evidence suggests gangliosides to reside
within cellular platforms that are important in signalling, such as rafts, techniques
such as FRET (Fluorescent Resonance Energy Transfer) may be combined with
this labelling, in order to study ganglioside-protein interactions involved in signal
transduction. Alternatively, growth factors or other signalling molecules (such as
insulin) could be covalently linked to the ganglioside, perhaps resulting in
constitutive activation of nearby receptors. The applications of this novel method
appear endless, as long as the appropriate chemistry can be applied.

Next to excessive gangliosides, type II diabetes is characterised by an imbalance
in O-GlcNAcylation of specific proteins (Akimoto et al., 2005; Vosseller et al.,
2002). O-GlcNAcylation represents one of the latest additions to post-translational
protein modifications in which a single GlcNAc moiety is linked to specific proteins
and occurs dynamically, in a way analogous to protein phosphorylation (Comer
and Hart, 2000). The link between gangliosides and this phenomenon was studied
using inhibitors of glycosphingolipid biosynthesis and is described in addendum
II. It was shown that improvement of insulin sensitivity, by inhibition of
glucosylceramide synthesis, both in-vivo as well as in-vitro is accompanied by a
reduction in overall protein O-GlcNAcylation levels. The lowering of these levels
could not be attributed to direct inhibition of the O-GlcNAc transferase, nor did the
inhibitor have an effect on the O-GlcNAc hydrolase. Therefore, the lowering of
ganglioside levels is assumed to be responsible for reduction of O-GlcNAcylation.
Further research is needed to ascertain whether this is a direct result of improved
glucose homeostasis or that additional ganglioside-mediated mechanisms are
involved. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Although chitinases are generally not very well known, chitinase-related research
embodies enormously diverse aspects of modern fundamental and applied life
sciences. This thesis therefore contains diverse topics, ranging from applications
in clinical decision making to protein structure, and from immunology to molecular
evolution. Due to the growing interest in alternatively activated macrophages in
relation to several pathologies, it is very well possible that the use of
chitotriosidase as a biomarker in the near future may be considered
commonplace; a unique feature for a protein which may be considered redundant.
The 4MU-deoxybioside substrate will be employed more often, due to more
favourable kinetics and ambiguity in regard to G102S phenotype. The current
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surge of interest in AMCase in relation to allergies may lead to novel insights
regarding its functions. Development of specific inhibitors of mammalian
chitinases may be feasible in the near future. Investigations on chi-lectins, for
which novel roles are continuously being proposed, are also ongoing efforts.
Potential inducers of chitinase and chi-lectin expression include molecules, such
as gangliosides, that are current subjects of many investigations related to diverse
cellular processes. Concluding, chitinase-related research is conducted at the
intersection of biology, medicine and biochemistry and offers a rewarding line of
research for those interested in both fundamental and applied bioscience. 
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